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FREEDOM OF RELIGION OR
BELIEF ACROSS THE
COMMONWEALTH: HARD
CASES, DIVERSE APPROACHES
By M. Christian Green

T

he sun never sets on the
Commonwealth of Nations. It is a
broad and diverse place, including in
the area of freedom of religion or belief
(FoRB). But the relative ease with which certain
Commonwealth and allied nations such as the
United States, United Kingdom, Canada and
several Scandinavian nations have been able to
put FoRB on their policy agendas, however
debatable the results, should not obscure the very
real difﬁculties that exist in other parts of the
Commonwealth in ﬁnding ways to openly discuss
and debate FoRB, much less to implement
policies and initiatives. Commonwealth
gatherings have occasionally featured government
representatives willing to speak out on FoRB
matters, sometimes even in ways that may
challenge or deviate from the ofﬁcial positions of
their government. Equally common, though, are
blanket statements of respect for FoRB, often
backed up with citation of national constitutional
protection of FoRB rights, whose actual efﬁcacy is
not always questioned and is sometimes papered
over with paeans to national commitments to
“tolerance,” “respect,” “equality,” and “harmony”
among religions, sometimes in connection with
highly touted “interfaith” or “interreligious”
initiatives. In many parts of the world, especially
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the South and Southeast Asian regions covered in
this paper, such references often have the feel of
Orwellian doublespeak, as they appear in laws,
policies, and initiatives that end up violating
religious freedom, particularly of religious
minorities. In such circumstances religious
majorities may grant tolerance to religious
minorities, but only so long as they are given
respect.
It can be difﬁcult to determine how to engage
these government representatives. Does one afﬁrm
these declarations of religious pluralism and

Abstract: This paper addresses freedom of religion or belief (FoRB)
issues that have been emerging in the Asian Commonwealth,
including religious minorities, violent extremism, religion and
development, rising secularism, and religious equality and around
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addressing the situation of minorities. Other nations, Bangladesh,
with concerns about rising Islamism and secularism; Sri Lanka, with
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harmony without interrogating evidence of FoRB
problems on the ground? Or should one embrace
these normative afﬁrmations by government
representatives, keeping them in the fold of
discussion on FoRB as a means of pushing them to
live up to their words? Are there times when raising
the issues of FoRB, qua FoRB, is simply too risky,
threatening to shut down dialogue on FoRB
matters in ways that may seriously impede their
achievement? Or, are there ways, even in these
apparently most unsafe spaces, for FoRB discourse
of addressing FoRB in other guises and by other
names that may lead to real progress? These are the
questions that arise when one takes a broad
Commonwealth perspective.
Amidst all of this Commonwealth diversity in
approaches to FoRB, there appear to be several
distinct clusters of issues that are at the fore of
FoRB and human rights in the Commonwealth
today. Some of them manifest more in some areas
of the Commonwealth than others, but all
represent important theoretical and practical
challenges for FoRB in the Commonwealth
today. All are present to some degree in the South
and Southeast Asian nations that are the focus of
this paper. These issues are as follows.

Religious Minorities
The treatment of religious minorities is
perhaps the biggest issue in the area of FoRB and
human rights. As shall be discussed below, even
nations such as India and Pakistan, perennial
problem areas for religion and human rights, have
acknowledged the issue and are pursuing
constitutional and legislative initiatives to secure
protections for religious minorities. The beneﬁt
of a focus on religious minorities—as minority
groups—is that it can serve as a way of
recognizing the practical needs for freedom,
security, human rights, and equality of
individuals and groups, without the need to delve
into the particularities and doctrinal foundations
and ideological differences of religious and other
beliefs. Thus, it brings the possibility of securing
these protections on the basis of social and
political imperatives without forcing issues of
theological difference or even programs of
pluralism. It is a guarantee of equality and
nondiscrimination for all religions, as well as for
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people of no religion or who follow secular or
non-religious systems of morality and ethical
belief.

Countering Violent Extremism
The need to counter violent extremism,
especially when it occurs in the name or guise of
religion, is both crucial and controversial. What is
an extremist? What is a religious extremist? Is it
appropriate to expect or demand that they be
more “moderate” in their faith in order to
forestall violence? And what do we make of the
so-called “lone wolf” phenomenon, in which
perpetrators of violence and terrorism may merely
claim afﬁliation, sometimes with the claimed
religious or other group taking credit for their
actions after the fact? How do we assess laws
against blasphemy, apostasy, and conversion
around the world, particularly as these may
contribute to social hostilities around religion or
violence in religion’s name? And how do FoRB
rights relate to rights of freedom of expression?
How do we distinguish blasphemy from valid
critique of religion, offense to religious feelings
from religious hatred, and hate speech from
incitement to violence? Should governments seek
to counter or crack down on violent extremism
when it occurs or is prevention the better
approach? And how can lawmakers seek to
prevent violence while protecting FoRB, and
other civil and political rights as human rights?
These questions are some of the key questions of
our time, and they do not admit of easy solutions,
or even easy discussion in some contexts.

Rising Secularism
As noted above, in considering the plight of
religious minorities, sociological studies around
the world are also showing the rise of non-religious
individuals and groups in many nations. These
individuals and groups may include atheists and
agnostics, ethical and humanist groups, or
adherents of other belief systems. The term
“secular” is often used in this connection, but it is
a term with many meanings. It may operate as a
sociological description of the aforementioned
growing category of people who subscribe to antireligious or non-religious belief systems. It may
be a political strategy of separation of church and
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state (sometimes coexisting with forms of
established state religion or government
accommodations or religion), of government
commitment to neutrality or equal treatment of
religions, or of the French-style strict separation
of religion known as laïcité. In some parts of the
Commonwealth, as has recently happened in
Bangladesh, secularism may be problematically
confused with atheism in a way that can lead to
conﬂict with religious believers.

Equality and Nondiscrimination
The relationship between FoRB and human
rights principles of equality and
nondiscrimination has recently been an issue in
some Commonwealth and allied nations such as
the United States and Australia, particularly
around issues of same-sex marriage and
reproductive rights to contraception and
abortion and the permissibility of exemptions
from laws regarding equal treatment and
nondiscrimination for religious believers and
others who conscientiously oppose these
practices. In the more conservative South and
Southeast Asian nations surveyed in this paper,
issues of equality and nondiscrimination are
more likely to manifest in connection with
protections given to particular or traditional
religions, such as the laws protecting Malay
Muslims in Malaysia and Singapore. There the
questions have more to do with equality
between and among religions in contexts of
perceived religious establishment or religious
favoritism. In a globalized world in which we
have greater contact with different views in
societies around the world and with different
views within societies all at once, nations need
to ﬁnd ways to address these issues so that
pluralism may lead to tolerance and respect
rather than polarization and conﬂict.

Religion and Development

The ﬂip side of the negative potential of
religion, highlighted by the plight of religious
minorities, concerns about violent extremism, the
challenge of secularism, and putatively the clash
of FoRB with norms of equality and
nondiscrimination, is the tremendous potential of
religions to be resources in social, political, and

economic development around the world.
Religious and civil society organizations that may
involve both religious and non-religious people
have structures, contacts, and means of
communication around the world that make
them essential to society. Religious and civil
society organizations are often key providers of
social services in health, education, and other
sectors, particularly in parts of the world in which
governments are ineffective or under stress. In a
time in which global economic networks are
being reshaped and reconﬁgured—Brexit in the
U.K. being a key example—there is a tendency to
focus on trade and economic issues to the
exclusion of human rights, including FoRB. And
yet a growing body of research indicates that
FoRB is essential not only to the prevention of
conﬂict and violence, but also to ensuring a
strong climate for trade, business, and economic
development. The economic “tigers” of today and
tomorrow may be the ones most able to harness
the power of all sectors of their society—
including the religious and civil society sectors.
This is an important reason why CIFoRB is
dedicated in its work to strengthening
parliamentary capacities not only for FoRB, but
for building strong cultures of human rights and
civil society. Religious and civil society groups are
not antithetical to economic development—
indeed, they may serve as crucial drivers of
development.
This paper, which emerges from the
Commonwealth Initiative for Freedom of Religion
or Belief (CIFoRB) project,1 takes up these themes
in varying combinations.2 First, the issue of
religious minorities will be presented in the
especially fraught South Asian contexts of Pakistan
and India, reﬂecting an emerging consensus on the
need to protect the FoRB rights of religious
minorities in the interest of democracy and
development in the region. Second, issues of
religious pluralism, tolerance, harmony, and peace
—sometimes given lip service in the Orwellian
sense noted above, but also intersecting with
genuine concerns about countering violent
extremism and harnessing the power of religion in
service of political, social, and economic
development—are pushing Southeast Asian
members of the Commonwealth, particularly
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Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Malaysia, to seek to
avenues toward progress.6 Pakistan and India
enact programs of religious pluralism and
have in recent years been two notorious hotspots
tolerance, but in ways that are sometimes
for the violation of religious minority rights.7 But
antithetical to FoRB rights. The paper concludes more recently, government statements have been
made and actual policies enacted to address
with some observations on what the diversity of
issues within and approaches to FoRB means for problems of citizenship, status, and rights of
various minorities. Whether these policies and
agenda-setting and policy-making on FoRB in a
Commonwealth-wide context. Overall, the paper pronouncements will be effective in the long term
will argue that FoRB has different interpretations remains to be seen—for there is certainly the
across the Commonwealth and that sensitivity to possibility that they are mere rhetoric or windowdressing concealing human rights violations
these different meanings is essential for framing
policy. In terms of method, the paper draws upon taking place under the surface. A snapshot of the
issues that have emerged in these countries, while
news articles, policy papers, and other materials
not a comprehensive or fully historical or
collected on the project’s Twitter feed from
December 2016 through June 2018.3 Ultimately, sociological portrait, can give some indication of
the paper seeks to answer the
the nature and the scope of
following question: What can
the problem.
THERE HAVE BEEN
be gleaned in terms of mapping
INCREASING CALLS FROM
substantive issues and themes
Pakistan
from a year and a half of tweets
Pakistan has received
GOVERNMENT AND CIVIL
chronicling FoRB across the
international
criticism for its
SOCIETY TO ADDRESS THE
Commonwealth?
treatment of minorities amid
SITUATION OF MINORITIES,
a sense of rising tensions
ESPECIALLY
RELIGIOUS
around religion, ethnicity,
Religious Minorities in
and identity within its
South Asia: Hard Cases
MINORITIES
borders.8 The situation has
and Emerging
been tense, especially for
Consensus?
The status of religious minorities has emerged Christian minorities, since the 2011 murders of
as one of several key themes of research pursued Salman Taseer, then governor of Punjab, who
by the CIFoRB project. News reports, policy
spoke out against abuses of the country’s
papers, and legislative interventions to do with
blasphemy laws and Shahbaz Bhatti, a Christian
FoRB across the vast global reach of the
then serving as minister of minorities affairs.9,10
Commonwealth of Nations have increasingly
Two dozen member states of the United Nations
expressed concern with the plight of religious
recently criticized Pakistan’s human rights record
minorities—even in nations, such as Pakistan and at a universal periodic review by the U.N.
India, which have routinely populated the lists of Human Rights Council, citing in particular
the violators of religious freedom.4 As Pakistani
Pakistan’s record on the status of women,
political writer and former National Assembly
minority rights, and FoRB.11 Other international
member Farahnaz Ispanhani has recently and
governmental and nongovernmental
lucidly chronicled, division according to religion organizations have issued statements on
(as well as ethnicity and caste) was written into
Pakistan’s FoRB and wider human rights record
the very constitutions of Pakistan and India upon in recent years, especially concerning Pakistan’s
their independence from Britain, leaving religious use of its notorious blasphemy laws to persecute
majorities and minorities at odds right up to the religious minority groups.12 And, of course, there
present day.5
have been many concerns about Pakistan’s
Indeed, there have been increasing calls from protection of religious minorities expressed by
government and civil society to address the
Pakistanis themselves.13 In fact, the Pakistani
situation of minorities, especially religious
government has increasingly been hearing, and in
minorities, in ways that could suggest some
some cases responding to, calls from activists at
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the national and provincial levels for greater
recognition and protection of the rights of
religious minorities. At least at the level of
rhetoric, this is something markedly different
than might be expected of a nation that is
routinely cited as one of the world’s worst FoRB
violators.14
Pakistani ofﬁcials have often indicated
support for FoRB minority rights abroad, but
they have also recently been pursuing measures to
improve protections for religious minorities at
home, albeit to varying receptions and degrees of
success.15 On August 5, 2015, the Supreme
Court of Pakistan ruled in religious minorities’
favor in recommending reforms that would allow
non-Muslim candidates for ofﬁce to be subject to
the same electoral procedures as Muslim
candidates.16 Amendments to British-era
Christian family laws have aimed at enhancing
the rights of Christian women under the
Constitution of Pakistan.17 The recently passed
Criminal Laws (Amendment) Act of 2016
includes provisions against sectarians, forced
conversions (especially through marriage), and
lynchings.18 Some Christian groups have raised
concerns about weak protection of Christians
from Muslim accusations of blasphemy,
especially following a statement from the
Pakistani Minister of the Interior that such abuses
were not taking place.19 The government of
Pakistan’s Punjab region recently began to
provide government funding for the maintenance
of the religious places of minority religions.20 A
long-delayed census, the ﬁrst since 1988, has
been described as a source of “fear and hope” for
Pakistani religious minorities, and could
potentially lead to new support for their status
and protection.21 Pakistani minority groups have
also played a signiﬁcant role in voting and the
electoral process, and Christian political leaders
have been particularly vocal in demanding
protection of voting rights in connection with the
forthcoming census.22
Even with these measures, religious
minorities in Pakistan continue to experience
high levels of discrimination and outright
persecution, and concerns about rising
nationalism and sectarianism have been
increasing for several decades.23 Christian,

Hindu, and Sikh minorities have all complained
to the Pakistani National Security Adviser of
ongoing FoRB violations, particularly misuse of
the blasphemy laws and forced conversion, the
latter often accomplished through the kidnapping
and forced marriage of teenage girls. On matters
of FoRB and freedom of expression, two human
rights concerns that often coincide in Pakistan’s
blasphemy laws, a 2016 report by the Asian
Forum for Human Rights and Development
reported that social media was increasingly being
used to target Pakistani religious minorities.24 As
in other parts of South Asia, such as Bangladesh,
bloggers on political and religious matters have
come under government scrutiny and have been
vocal in challenging blasphemy and other laws
intended to infringe upon their freedom of
expression.25
There has been a recent legislative effort on
behalf of Pakistani Hindus in the Sindh province
through the November 2016 passage of the Sindh
Criminal Law (Protection of Minorities) Bill of
2015. The new law prohibits conversion to Islam
before the age of 18 and makes prescribed classes
on other religions mandatory for anyone
converting to Islam. The Sindh law was intended
to combat the growing incidence of the
kidnapping and forced conversion of Hindu
girls.26 An appeal by the Muslim majority, who
criticized it as overly broad for banning religious
conversion outright before age 18, to repeal the
law just a month after its passage drew
international criticism.27 In February 2016,
Sindh province passed a law recognizing Hindu
marriages at the same time that the national
government was considering passage of a similar
law.28 Even with this Sindh province success,
however, there have been allegations of
backtracking in the protection of Hindu marriage
rights.29
There have been other notable efforts by the
Pakistani government to address the situation of
religious minorities. However, some observers
have described the Pakistani approach to religious
freedom as involving “one step forward, two steps
back,” especially on sensitive issues such as the
treatment of the Ahmadi Muslim community,
which ranks with blasphemy and forced
marriage/conversion as a principle FoRB
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violation problem in Pakistan.30 The AntiQadiani laws against Ahmadi Muslims continue
to be a point of contention, and there continue to
be acts of religious oppression and violence
against Ahmadis by the Muslim majority, which
does not consider Ahmadis to be Muslim at all.31
In April 2017, an Ahmadi professor of
microbiology and molecular genetics was found
murdered in her home, the third such attack
against an Ahmadi in a three-week period.32 In
October 2017, three Ahmadi men, arrested three
years prior on blasphemy charges, were given
death sentences, drawing global attention yet
again to the situation of Ahmadi Muslims in
Pakistan.33 Ahmadis in Pakistan also have
recently complained of new forms of political
discrimination, as Islamist parties seek to
consolidate recent electoral successes in certain
provinces.34
Given its large size and inﬂuential diaspora
communities in Europe, North America, and
elsewhere, Pakistan remains an important
country to watch on FoRB matters. In light of its
status as a key training ground and source of
Taliban, Islamist, and global terrorist
organizations, Pakistan will remain a key spot to
watch for religious radicalization, religious
extremism, and related problems for the
foreseeable future. Its recent attempts at
protecting religious minorities do seem to
indicate at least a growing understanding of the
problem that could have positive domestic and
international implications if addressed robustly
and effectively. But it also remains a testament to
the age-old human rights problem of the need to
keep malefactor nations within the circle of
discussion in order to exert leverage and to
persuade them to act upon their pro-human
rights rhetoric.

India
In India, new attention has been paid to the
situation of religious minorities, four of which
(Muslim, Sikh, Parsee, and Christian) are
recognized in the Constitution of India, along
with the Jain religion, which was granted
recognized status in 2014.35 The Indian system
seeks to balance equal treatment of religions with
the granting of special privileges in order to bring
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groups that have experienced discrimination to a
level of equality with other religious groups. In
some cases, Indian political parties have
conducted speciﬁc outreach campaigns to bring
religious minorities into their parties and the
political process.36 The Indian government, at
both federal and state levels, has set quotas for the
numbers of religious minority groups in
government.37 It also recently appointed ﬁve
people to the National Commission on
Minorities after the Commission had dwindled to
no members. The new slate of commissioners
includes the ﬁrst Jain to sit on the panel since
Jains were designated a religious minority.38
Indian states are required to set up minority
commissions to address the needs of minorities,
but not all have done so.
In some cases, India has had to balance its
constitutionally-mandated secularism with
attempts to address injustice and inequality
within religious groups. For example, a leading
issue in India recently has been the “triple talaq”
divorce according to which Muslim men may
divorce their wives by uttering the words “I
divorce you” three times.39 In August 2017, the
Indian Supreme Court ruled the so-called instant
divorce to be un-Islamic in a verdict that was seen
by Muslim feminists in India as a victory for
women’s empowerment.40 It also, however,
required an ofﬁcially secular court to render a
judgment on the validity and permissibility of
religious practices. Secularism in India thus rests
in tension with the need to promote values of
equality and gender justice in manner that ends
up involving the state in the management of
religion.41
Even with these various protections, religious
minorities continue to experience persecution in
India, and FoRB violations are said to have
increased signiﬁcantly with the ascension to
power of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and its
“Hindutva” Hindu nationalist philosophy under
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. In January
2017, the international NGO Human Rights
Watch reported attacks on religious minorities
led by vigilante groups, blocks on foreign funding
for NGOs, and pressure on media and civil
society organizations that were critical of
government policies.42 Muslims have experienced
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a range of human rights and FoRB violations, up
to and including religiously motivated
lynchings.43 Christian groups in parts of the
country where the BJP has enjoyed electoral
success have been strategizing about ways to
strengthen the political standing of religious
minorities and to prevent them from moving out
of these regions.44 A prominent group of lawyers,
jurists, and intellectuals has urged the swift
passage of the Prevention of Communal and
Targeted Violence (Access to Justice and
Reparations) Bill, 2011, to address these FoRB
abuses.45 There has also been a move by the BJP
to have Hindus declared minorities in eight states
in which they are a numerical minority.46
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visions for a
“New India,” said to involve measures to “purify
the country” along religious and ethnic lines, have
increasingly elicited concern not only within
India, but around the world.47 His appointment
of Yogi Aditnayath, described as a “ﬁrebrand
Hindu cleric” in international media, to be the
chief minister of Uttar Pradesh has drawn global
scrutiny.48 The European Union and IndianAmerican diaspora groups in the U.S. have also
criticized India’s human rights record.49 India is
thus, like Pakistan, an enormously populous
country with a substantial global diaspora
population that makes it a key nation in the
region. The present path toward Hindu
nationalism, coupled with ongoing communal
violence and even resort to blasphemy charges,
though on a lesser scale than Pakistan means that
it, too, will be a nation to watch in coming years.
What these various issues and initiatives in
Pakistan and India, along with a constitutional
history of religious differentiation and division in
both countries, indicate is that there may be an
emerging consensus around the need to protect
religious minorities as minority groups within
these nations where religious differences are still
rife. Groups on both sides can understand and
appreciate the plight of religious minorities
without necessarily delving into doctrinal
difﬁculties or decades of religious strife. Such
initiatives may not please purists who want
religion to be protected on its own terms, but it is
possible that they may serve as intermediary
measure of alleviating strife and preventing

conﬂict on the road to further understanding in
the future.

Pluralism in South and Southeast
Asia: The Elusive Pursuit of
“Harmony”

Other South/Southeast Asian nations, such as
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Malaysia, have
presented different sets of problems than Pakistan
and India. While Bangladesh stands out slightly
for its overwhelmingly Muslim society, all of the
aforementioned nations have had histories of and
commitments to religious pluralism and
tolerance, but nevertheless are places where
interreligious tensions appear to be rising (see
Riaz 2010. Riaz and Fair 2010, Little 1993, Shah
2017, Harding and Shah 2017). The key nonCommonwealth player in the region, Indonesia,
has a similar proﬁle of past pluralism and recent
FoRB discord, and its recent troubles with rising
Islamism, blasphemy, religious intolerance, and
terrorism are ones that the other countries in the
region, attentive to Indonesian developments,
seem keen to avoid. In sociological term, there
seems to be a concern for contagion and perhaps
contamination in the region against these less
harmonious forces. While the division in Pakistan
and India is longstanding and well-known, the
concerns facing these South/Southeast Asian
nations are more recent and, in some ways, more
complex. These nations represent great hope for
FoRB in the region if they can retrieve,
reconstruct, and renew some of their early
practices of pluralism. And yet they are places
where people are among the most reticent to
advocate for FoRB for fear of upsetting what
harmony and peace does exist. These countries
are examined here in turn.

Bangladesh
Bangladesh is a nation that that has struggled
with democracy, tolerance, and FoRB in recent
years, despite being relatively free of religious
conﬂict in the past.50 It is majority Muslim with
Hindu, Buddhist, and Christian minorities and
seemed headed in the direction of greater
tolerance in recent years with the election of a
new government under the Awami League party
in 2008, but it is now feared to be a country
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moving toward political crisis and possible
authoritarian one-party rule (for background, see
Riaz 2016, Riaz and Fair 2015, Riaz 2010, Riaz
2004). Recent tensions have led to the adoption
of hardline politics intended to quash political
and social dissent, which in turn has caused a
signiﬁcant diminution of civil society avenues for
dialogue and expression and an overall reduction
in political participation. The current leader of
this majority Muslim nation, Prime Minister
Sheik Hasina, has sought to draw support along
religious and ethnic lines, particularly from
Islamic groups. In December 2016, the midst of
this recent shift toward a hardline Islamist view,
the Christian Jatiya party was contemplating the
proposal of religious minority quotas in
Parliament, employment, and higher education
as a means of gaining more of a voice for
Christians in the Bangladeshi government.51
There are concerns about “creeping
Islamiﬁcation” of Bangladesh’s religious, political
and social spheres, as manifested in the recent
attack on the Holey Artisan Bakery.52 There are
also concerns that the country’s pursuit of a
“Malaysian model” of development could risk
privileging economic development rights over
civil and political rights, including FoRB.53
The plight of religious minorities in
Bangladesh has recently led to concerns about
media—particularly social media—being used to
propagate hate speech and incite religious
extremism and violence, particularly in the
aftermath of the vicious Holey Artisan Bakery
attack.54 Less clear, however, is whether this
protection of religious minorities extends to
atheist, agnostic, secular, humanist, and other
non-religious Bangladeshis, some of who have
been brutally murdered at the hands of machetewielding opponents in recent years. But the
problem is not limited to non-religious bloggers
and includes members of religious minorities. A
Hindu man was recently arrested for a Facebook
post that was said to have led to a deadly riot.55
Bangladesh has sought strategies of secularism
as a solution to its issues of religion, but this has
ironically created pressures for the government to
accommodate religious groups.56 Moreover, the
frequent association of secularism with atheism
has prompted some to lash out violently toward
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atheists and others who do not profess religious
belief. The recent attacks on secular bloggers and
writers is example of this trend.57 A key lesson
from the recent Bangladesh experience has been
the need to ﬁnd ancillary ways to address
questions of FoRB and human rights through
other avenues and issues that are less
controversial, such as the importance of shared
culture and socioeconomic development. There
are risks in trading too much in an idealized
Bengali Muslim identity in pursuit of this model,
but there is also something powerful in
perception of the need to build a shared human
rights culture that embraces religious pluralism
and FoRB rights.58

Sri Lanka
The island of Sri Lanka is a nation whose
serene beauty belies its long, recent history of
conﬂict.59 For nearly the last decade, Sri Lanka
has been emerging from a 26-year civil war that
only ended in 2009. The conﬂict was largely
conducted between the country’s Sinhalese
Buddhist majority and Hindu Tamil minority.
These tensions were recently manifested in a
Tamil-led hartal, or general economic strike, the
roots of which were said to lie in dissatisfaction
with the government that was elected in 2015
with substantial support from minority groups.60
As one commentator described it,
Due to the slow implementation of its
commitments to the international
community, and inaction in resolving the
problems of the ethnic and religious
minorities who voted for it, the
government is going to face increased
pressure from both international and
domestic actors … . The joint TamilMuslim hartal in the North and East is an
incipient sign that the grievances of the
ethnic and religious minorities are getting
merged together. Economic and ethnic
problems need to be resolved together, in
tandem, and not one after the other, so that
all communities feel that they are being
treated fairly as equal citizens of one
country.61
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The nation has long experienced division and
strife between Sinhalese Buddhists and the mostly
Hindu Tamils, and Muslims, Christians, and
other groups have also reported FoRB violations.
Sri Lanka’s constitution gives a privileged place to
Buddhism and the state’s “duty to protect and
foster the Buddha Sasana” while also protecting
the freedom of other religions.62 Buddhism was
declared the state religion in 1978, but the
preferential treatment of the Buddhist majority
(70%) has been controversial and linked to the
development of an ethnic separatist group known
as Tamil Tigers. Though they draw from the
mostly Hindu Tamil ethnic group, the Tamil
Tiger movement was avowedly secular, rather
than religious, in nature. The clash between these
groups is what sparked the thirty-year civil war.
As in Myanmar/Burma, the state’s commitment
to the protection of the Buddha sasana (tradition)
has given rise to Buddhist nationalist sentiments
(see DeVotta 2007, Grant 2009, Deegalle 2012,
Frydelund 2012, Raghavan 2016).63 In 2014, the
state established a special police unit to investigate
complaints and incidents involving religion, but
the unit’s location in the Buddhist Division of the
Ministry of Buddhist Sasana and Religious
Affairs, rather than the Ministry of Law and
Order, has proven controversial.64 NGOs also
allege government assistance to groups
persecuting religious minorities. There have been
military attacks on Hindu and Christian worship
sites suspected of harboring Tamil Tiger
separatists, and Tamil Tiger groups have attacked
Buddhist sites. Despite these recent events, Sri
Lanka, like Bangladesh and Malaysia, has had
periods of historic religious tolerance, including
Buddhist Sinhalese kings who extended
protection to Hindus and Muslims.
At the same time that these religious tensions
have been rising, Sri Lanka has embarked on a
range of efforts aimed at creating harmony among
religious and ethnic groups. The Sri Lankan
government’s ofﬁcial religious discourse often
references the need for “peace,” “unity,”
“tolerance,” and “harmony.”65 Local newspapers
editorials cite the need for religion to “build
bridges, not walls,”66 and broadcast messages
from religious leaders on Independence Day.67
Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe recently

declared the government’s full support for
reconciliation among religious groups in service
of a unitary country.68 A government-sponsored
National Unity and Reconciliation movement
has sought to bring religious leaders together for
dialogue about the country’s new constitution,
which was proposed in September 2017.69
However, some aspects of the emerging religious
scene in Sri Lanka remain unclear. The
reconciliation movement encountered difﬁculties
bringing the nation’s religious groups together.70
The reconciliation talks have included mostly
Buddhist and Christian leaders, without input
from Hindu and Muslim leaders whose views are
surely essential to the process. The current
constitution and religiosity of the nation seem
intent on protecting religions, but it is not clear
that protections will extend to people of nonreligious beliefs. Still, Sri Lanka’s quest for peace,
harmony, unity and reconciliation, at least at the
normative and rhetorical level, along with the
active discussion of religion in the context of
constitutional reform, is a promising
development.

Malaysia
Malaysia has a strong history of seeking to
embody the interfaith ideals and religious
pluralism of its various religious groups, but
FoRB and other human rights have sometimes
taken a backseat to the “Malaysian Model” of
economic development.71 At the time of this
writing in May 2018, a key architect of that
development model, Prime Minister of Malaysia
Mahathir Mohamad, had just resumed his
position. During Mahathir’s earlier tenure from
1981 to 2003, his government was known for
both rising development and authoritarianism,
including harsh crackdowns on political dissent
and in some cases religious ﬁgures.
The presence of various academic and civil
society groups working on interfaith issues in
Malaysia is suggestive of a country seeking to
embody FoRB and human rights ideals, but
which is also experiencing challenges from various
internal and regional forces. Even as countries like
Bangladesh look to Malaysia as an example,
Malaysians cast a wary eye on rising religious
extremism and other developments in Indonesia,
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with Indonesian developments often included in
Malaysian news coverage. As in Sri Lanka,
discussions of religion and FoRB in Malaysia are
often couched in terms of “tolerance,” “peace,”
“unity,” and “harmony,” which, indeed, may be
reﬂective of a real quest to achieve these goals.72
In relative terms, Malaysia ranks very high in
government restrictions on and social hostilities
around religion.73 The recent abductions of two
Christians pastors, possibly in connection with
allegations that the pastors were proselytizing and
converting Muslims away from the faith,74 has
drawn attention to the situation of Malaysia’s
Christian minority. In fact, there have been
reports of two worrying trends in FoRB: rising
religious intolerance and the use of kidnapping
and murder as a political weapon.75
Malaysia is religiously diverse, with a majority
Muslim (61%) population, a signiﬁcant Buddhist
(19%) minority, a Christian minority of near
10%, and smaller groups Hindu and Chinese
religion adherents. For the Muslim majority,
Islam is a key marker of “Malay Muslim”
identity, a favored status under Malaysia’s
Bumiputera laws.76 The Constitution designates
Islam the state religion, but also guarantees
FoRB rights to other religions who practice in
“peace and harmony.”77 The country maintains
a system of Syariah Courts alongside the secular
court system, and some religious controversies
in the country have tracked the standard sharia
and personal law concerning marriage, divorce,
and child custody (especially in interreligious
marriages) and inheritance, along with questions
of apostasy, blasphemy, and conversion.
Proselytism of Muslims is forbidden, and Shia
and Ahmadi Muslims experience persecution
from the Sunni majority. Overall, the country
seems challenged by twin imperatives of shoring
up Malay Muslim identity and according
appropriate tolerance to non-Muslim groups in
the name of peace and harmony. It is a delicate
balance and remains controversial, but there is a
sense that the desirability of recognizing FoRB
and human rights can create a space for
conversation about FoRB rights, particularly in
connection with social stability and
development.
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Conclusion

The above ﬁve countries from the
Commonwealth’s religiously diverse and
dynamic Asian regions illustrate a range of
responses toward religious minorities in some of
the most challenging areas for FoRB realization.
In Pakistan, we have an example of a perennial
violator of FoRB rights now seeking, with
varying degrees of success, to address the
situation of its religious minorities. In India, by
contrast, we have a nation with a history of
blending secularism with religious diversity,
now in the grips of a movement toward Hindu
nationalism. In Bangladesh, we have a nation
challenged by both rising Islamism and highly
negative perceptions of secular and nonreligious movements, a problem that seems to
be leading toward a rapidly diminishing role for
civil society. In Sri Lanka, we have a postconﬂict nation that seems, with direct and
indirect inﬂuence from regional Buddhist and
Hindu nationalist movements, to be repeating
old patterns of division, even as it seeks peace,
harmony, unity, and reconciliation. In Malaysia,
we see a nation struggling to preserve its status
as one of the Asian Tiger economic
powerhouses, while being buffeted by religious
tensions that may not be successfully contained
by its many laws regulating religious groups. In
each of these countries, we see political,
governmental, and legal efforts aimed at
managing religious minorities. However, the
real forces at work may be not just at the
institutional and practical political levels, but on
the plane of new normative and conceptual
quests that seem increasingly to deﬁne religious
minority rights and group rights more generally
around the world.
From its perch in the United Kingdom, it
could be easy for a project like CIFoRB to cast
a global eye on the religious freedom travails in
these other countries while overlooking those
on its own soil, so a bit of perspective may be
in order. The CIFoRB project began in 2015,
just months before the citizens of the U.K.
would vote to leave the European Union in the
surprising “Brexit” decision. With that fateful
move, the CIFoRB project shifted from being a
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largely comparative project to one that would
be importantly constitutive, as well. How were
the FoRB rights under UHDR Article 18
conceived and achieved in various parts of the
Commonwealth? What were the issues that
would emerge as important within and across
Commonwealth nations? These initial questions
were changed into new and different ones by
Brexit. What is the Commonwealth and how is
it signiﬁcant today? What role will religion and
FoRB play in the Commonwealth going
forward?
With respect to the ﬁve themes put forth in
this paper, it can be said that recent terrorist
attacks in the U.K. have raised the issues of
treatment of religious minorities and countering
violent extremism in the U.K. They also show
that while the U.K. may have left Europe, it is still
affected by large transnational forces, not to
mention the presence of a huge diaspora
community of immigrants from around the
Commonwealth and elsewhere. Britain has been
affected by rising secularism and new challenges
in balancing religious rights with principles of
equality and nondiscrimination both among
religious groups and between religious groups and
other societal groups. It could even be argued that
the U.K. government’s elevation of trade issues
over human rights in its post-Brexit foreign policy
reﬂects the way in which the U.K. has felt it
imperative to build new network and reconstitute
old ones, such as the Commonwealth, to ensure
its own continued development. How these new

imperatives will play out in the British context
remains to be seen, especially when it comes to
religion and FoRB.
The Commonwealth is a truly broad swath of
the world, including many nations that further
exemplify the range of FoRB issues relevant today
(Berridge 2018). What consideration of the
South and Southeast Asian cases here, along with
research other Commonwealth nations, suggests
is that there may be no one approach to securing
FoRB rights. FoRB was recently a prominent
agenda item at the 25th annual Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in
London in April 2018.78 The CHOGM meeting
followed closely on the heels of another high-level
FoRB meeting convened by the British Foreign
and Commonwealth Ofﬁce held as part of
Human Rights Day observance in December
2017.79 In the build-up and follow-up to the
2018 CHOGM, British parliamentarians argued
that addressing FoRB and religious intolerance
may be solutions to the Commonwealth’s
problems.80 These various initiatives show that it
is possible for government leaders and
parliamentarians to initiate discussion and point
toward progress when it comes to FoRB rights—
even across a diverse and global Commonwealth
of Nations. There are hard cases in the
Commonwealth, but there is also room for
dialogue and divergent approaches leading to
respect for FoRB rights in the broader framework
of human rights principles. v
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